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Overview
• The process for
inspections at
mandatory
notifications stages
• Who can inspect?
• The ‘good faith test’
• Directions to Fix
• Poll questions

Mandatory process for mandatory inspections

Prescribed
mandatory
inspections must
be listed on the
building permit

Builder must
ensure RBS is
notified of
completion of
each mandatory
notification stage
(s33)

RBS must notify
the VBA if they are
not called for a
mandatory
inspection

On being notified
RBS must cause
the building work
to be inspected

Mandatory
inspection must be
done by registered
BS or BI authorised
to inspect or
prescribed person

On completion of
an inspection the
RBS must ensure a
record containing
prescribed
information is
made

Each month the
RBS must provide
the VBA (via
BAMS) with details
of all mandatory
inspections

Registered
Building
Surveyor OR
Inspector as
authorised

Who can
conduct
inspections at
mandatory
notification
stages of
building work?

Fire safety
matter –
Engineer (fire
safety)

RBS must cause
the inspection

Structure
sewage, water
drainage
Engineer (Civil)

s34 & 35B

Reg 174

Electrical –
Engineer
(electrical)

Mechanical or
hydraulic –
Engineer
(mechanical)

169C

Who can
conduct
inspections at
other times? Eg
enforcement or
non-mandatory?

Representation in relation to work as a building inspector
A person who is not registered in a particular category or class of
building inspector under this Part must not represent or imply that
the person is able to carry out work as a building inspector
of a kind authorised by that category or class of registration.

Building Regs – What registered inspectors
are authorised to do Schedule 11
- Inspections at the request of the relevant
building surveyor
- Issuing oral direction to fix if authorised
- Issue a certificate of compliance for work
personally inspected
Note: Exemption from 169C for officers or employees under the Public
Administration Act

When can
unregistered
inspectors
inspect?

• When they are being physically
supervised by a registered inspector
or building surveyor authorised to
inspect
• When they are a public service
employee
• When they are doing inspections
that are not requested by the RBS

Key points for
engineers
conducting
inspections as
part of
mandatory
inspections

• Engineers can only inspect prescribed
matters for prescribed classes of
engineer (reg 174)
• Unregistered engineers cannot inspect
as part of mandatory inspections
• Registered engineer must attend in
person
• Only an RBS can cause inspections –
the engineer is inspecting for the RBS
(not the builder)
• It is not mandatory to issue a s238
certificate BUT the RBS can choose
not to accept an inspection report
without one

Can inspections
be conducted
using photo’s
videos etc?

• s34 – inspections at mandatory notification
stages must be conducted in person
• this includes any reinspection
• What about other inspections
• Not ‘required’ to be in person
• If requested to do inspection by RBS,
must be registered in appropriate
category and class
• Details of inspection to be on building
notice/order (reg 177-181)
• Good practice for those inspecting to take
photos or video of all inspections

What other
considerations
should be given
when causing a
mandatory
inspection?

Experience of
person
inspecting

Procedure
where noncompliance is
detected

Does person
inspecting
have conflicts
of interest

Mandatory
Inspections

Check
inspections
are being
properly
conducted

What do you
want to see in
the inspection
report? s35A
& reg 173

Section 238
certificates of
compliance

• Can be issued by prescribed person for
prescribed types of work
• Design and inspection
• Reg 122 – same people that can inspect at
mandatory notification stages
• Approved form must be used
s128

Immunity for building surveyor relying on certificate

A municipal building surveyor or a private building surveyor
appointed under Part 6 is not liable for anything done or omitted to be
done in good faith in reliance on a certificate given by a registered
building practitioner under section 238

What does
relying on a
s238 certificate
in ‘good faith’
mean?
Toomey v Scolaro’s Concrete
Constructions Pty Ltd and Ors (No.3)
[2001] VSC 96
Mazzeo v Camilleri (Building and
Property) [2021] VCAT 150

Check
experience of
inspector

Obvious
deficiencies
must be
addressed

Does not
apply to
corporate
surveyor

Good
faith test
s128
Is the
certificate
properly
completed

Blind
disinterest is
not good faith
Check
inspections
are being
properly
conducted

Poll Question #1
You issue about 10 permits a year for new class 1 homes for Fast and
Furious Builders. The arrangement is that Fast and Furious call for their
contracted registered structural engineer to inspect the footings and steel
and provide a s238 Certificate of Compliance for Building Work for each
inspection at the end of the job.
Which of the following statements is NOT correct?
(a) No problem with this arrangement – looks good to me
(b) The certificates should be given at the time of the inspection
(c) The builder must call me for all mandatory inspections
(d) The builder should not be using their own contractor

Poll Question #2
I am the RBS for a single storey private aged care building. The only
available registered inspector I can find to do the final is a building inspector
unlimited that I know does not have much experience in inspecting class 9c?
Which is the most appropriate action?
(a)Use him as his registration allows him to inspect the building
(b)Arrange for the structural engineer to do the inspection
(c) Use the unlimited inspector but ensure they call me on Teams when they arrive so
that I can participate in the inspection virtually
(d)None of the above

Directions to fix

When may the RBS give a DTF?
• May give a DTF :
−After the inspection of building work if the RBS believes
on reasonable grounds that the building work fails to
comply with the Act, regulations or building permit (s37A)
−RBS may authorise building surveyor or inspector give an
oral DTF on their behalf
−Only the RBS can issue a written DTF

PN 70-2018 Directions to Fix Building Work

When should the RBS NOT give a DTF?
• Where a DTF is inappropriate or
impossible
−Report and consent needed for the work
−Owner must consult with other parties
−Emergency situation

−Builder suspended, no new builder in place
−Proceed to a building notice or order

When may the RBS give a DTF?
• For open building permits only
−No express time limit or cut off point in the Act
−However Supreme Court says cannot issue after OP/CFI issued
− LU Simon Builders Pty Ltd v Victorian Building Authority [2017] VSC
805

−In contrast, the power to issue building notices and orders
extends after the issue of an OP or CFI (s107A)

What can a DTF address?
• May require the relevant person to:
• Carry out work so the building work wholly or substantially
complies with the Act, regulations and building permit
• Stop any further work that may prevent the building work to
which the direction applies from being adequately inspected
(s37E)

What about work outside of building permit?
• If it is incomplete - require
amendment to permit to include
incomplete work
• s79(3) – the RBS for the building
work or building
• If non-compliant, DTF could then
be issued to bring work into
compliance
• If other work is already complete –
s16 breach – report to MBS or
VBA

Oral or written DTF?
Oral

Written s37F

• Able to be rectified quickly

• More complex matters – but still
must not be inappropriate or
impossible

• Reasonably possible that
compliance may be achieved
within max 7 days
• Must proceed to written DTF if
not fixed within 7 days
• Could be confirmed in writing
(e.g. inspection report)

• Must specify time for compliance
• Can be issued instead of an oral
direction

• Must be issued if oral direction
not met within 7 days
• Use VBA Approved form

Obligations on the Builder – 37H
• Comply with a DTF within the time given
(offence - $82K/$413K)

• If more time is needed, request and extension
before the time given in the DTF is up

• Make sure any other person engaged or
employed by you complies with the DTF
(offence - $82K/$413K)

• Must not request or receive payment for
anything done for the purpose of complying
with the DTF (offence - $8K/$41K)

Extensions of time
• RBS may grant an extension if
“considers it appropriate to do so in the
circumstances” (s37G(3))
• Consider factors such as (PN 70-2018)
− Owner’s interest in achieving a timely
resolution
− Extensions already given (if any)
− Whether the builder has taken all
reasonable steps to complete the required
work within the original compliance period
– i.e. trying to comply
− Length of extension requested

Compliance
• Verify compliance
• Re inspections must be in person if it is following up on a
mandatory stage inspection
• Follow up on the expiry of the DTF

• If compliant
−Good practice to provide written notice to builder, owner

• If not compliant
−Must provide notice to the owner & VBA within 7 days - s37K
−VBA Fact Sheet – DTF Notification Guideline

Poll Question #3
A written direction to fix MUST :
(a)be given to the builder if an oral direction has been given
and it has not been complied with within 7 days
(b)specify a period within which the direction must be complied
with
(c)be given to the builder and a copy sent to the relevant owner;
(d)all of the above

Poll Question #4
You are the RBS for a pair of 2 storey townhouses with double garages and a slab
on ground. The builder calls for a frame inspection. You have no record of footings
or steel inspections. The builder said the design engineer had inspected those and
would give s239 certificates. You call the design engineer. He says he did not
inspect. The builder offers to give you a stat dec and 3 photos he took. What should
I do?
(a) Accept the stat dec and photos, you know the builder he gives you lots of work
(b) Issue a written direction to fix
(c) Notify the VBA of the failure to call for a mandatory inspection
(d) Issue a building order to stop work
(e) Issue a building notice asking the owner to show cause why they should not
demolish the slab
(f) All of (c) (d) and (e)

References
• Practice Notes: PN03 (certificate of compliance), PN69
(Mandatory Inspections) PN 70 (Directions to Fix).
• VBA fact sheet
• Mandatory notification stages and inspection

• Direction to Fix notification Guideline
• Code of Conduct for Building Surveyors
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